This app is designed to provide a quick method for you to pick your lottery
numbers. It covers the major Canadian lotteries from the selection list but there is
a Generic Lottery selection for you to setup number selections for most other
lotteries on the planet.
The process sequences random numbers quickly with you personally selecting
from these changing sequenced numbers. The result is another random bias
which personalizes your selections based on your pick timing. Your selected
numbers will not match standard random number generators that lotteries offer
so you have just influenced your choices.
When you select a Canadian Lottery (Lotto 649, for example) the Scanner page
will show quickly sequencing number selections from 1 to 49.
When you tap the Pick button, the current number in the changing sequence will
be placed into the selected numbers at the bottom of the page and highlighted in
Yellow. Your timing on the Pick button influences your random choices.
Tap again to pick each number. In the 649 example you will pick 6 numbers from
49 available. If you select a number which already exists in your picks, the error
sound will activate and that selection will turn red. Simply pick again to replace it
with a new selection.
When all 6 numbers have been selected they will auto sort from low to high. You
can save them or clear them to pick again. To save them, tap Save at the top
right to place your picks into your Save Log table. To clear them simply tap the
Clear button.
To view your Save Log, tap the LogView button on the top right. You can delete
any saved nuber selection by placing your finger on the item and sliding left. Tap
the red Delete button. To return to your Scanner page, tap the Scanner button on
the top left. Then tap the Back button on the top left to select another Lottery.
If you select the Generic Lotto button, you will be taken to the Generic Lotto
page. Here the selection of numbers depends on your settings. The first time you
select the Generic Lotto it will start with 6 numbers from 49, as per Lotto 649.
You can change these values to suit whatever lottery you wish to use by tapping
the - + buttons under each entry. Setting them for 5 of 70, for example, for the
Texas Mega Millions or 1 of 25 for the Texas Mega Ball selection. In this page
the numbers will show in the text window which will turn green when you have all
the numbers picked. If you encounter a duplicate number the window will turn
red. Pick another number to continue.
Again, you can save your numbers to your Save Log as above.
Have fun and good luck.

